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“Then the Lord said to Joshua, “See, I have delivered into your hands, along with its King and 
its fighting men.  March around the City once with all the armed men, Do this for six days.”      
Joshua 6: 2, 3

We all know that on the seventh day, the City of Jericho was surrounded by the people.  The 
priests, protected by the armed men in front and behind, carried the Ark, around the City seven 
times.  This story, in my mind, is one of the most intriguing series of events written in the pages 
of scripture.  I find this so because, from a human practical point of view, it makes no sense.  
Never in the annals of history had a battle ever been won, or even fought by this type of 
warfare.  Other than the sound of the trumpets, there was silence.  No battle cries.  No rush to 
battle.  I am not even sure that the army of the children of Israel even looked at the people who 
must have been watching from the safety of the City wall.   

 What was God teaching the Israelites?  For that matter, what is God trying to teach us by 
including this story in scripture?  I think of Joshua, what was God trying to teach him?  Let me 
unravel it a bit.  

God had given Joshua a promise.  It was to be with him as he had been with Moses.  Specific 
instructions had been given by the commander of the Lord.  “Take off your sandals for you are 
standing on holy ground.”  Wherever we find God speaking to us, is holy ground.  The 
conversation with God is what makes it holy.  

This was a test of sorts for Joshua.  Would he hear the words of God and follow as an obedient 
servant? Or would he do like so many in our world today, do their own thing to prove 
themselves and demonstrate their power?  Thankfully, Joshua obeyed and became of the 
greatest leaders in biblical history.  The children of Israel followed such obedient leadership and 
even though they must have wondered about the battle tactics, they listened and God won a 
great victory through their obedience.

This brings me to one of the lessons for us in this passage.  When we leave that holy ground 
where God has spoken to us, are we like Joshua and follow the Lord’s instructions even though 
they may seem impractical to us?  Do we forget that it was God who told us that his ways are 
not our ways and his thoughts are not our thoughts?  One of the areas that may cause us 
difficulty is when God asks us to be patient.  For the children of Israel, who had just come from 
a great victory over Ai, it must have seemed so weird to march in silence around a city when 
they knew that God could give them the victory.  In fact, God had promised victory.  It must 
have seemed like it was taking forever, especially for those who had issues with being patient.   

I don’t know about you, but I know that my patience grows thin at times.  When God has met 
me and I leave that holy ground, I want God to follow through immediately.  However, there are 
times that God’s promises take a long time to be fulfilled.  I, like most people, live in hope.    
We all look for everything we have been promised, or everything we wish for, immediately.  It is 
the period of waiting that teaches us the lesson.    So, when God gives me instructions and 
makes a promise in tandem with the instruction, I need to follow the instruction until he fulfills 
the promise.  There are times that may mean walking around a city, once a day for a week.  It 
may mean walking around a city seven times in one day.  It may mean walking around a city 
until God fulfills his promise even if it means walking and walking until God decides it is the 
right time to answer.


Prayer: Lord, thank you for the lessons you are teaching.  In my humanity, I may want to learn 
the lessons without delay, but, my true desire is to obey and allow you to determine when the 
promise will be fulfilled.  Amen



